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Abstract: In this thesis we examined the effect of adding more hidden layers, using different
activation functions and using a dropout algorithm on the performance of an artificial neural
network (ANN) learning to play Othello using Q-learning. While all of these methods have seen
promising results in supervised learning, the results for our reinforcement learning experiment
were not that spectacular. The activation function with the best results is the sigmoid function.
The ReLU and ELU functions do not increase the performance of the agent nor do they speed up
the convergence of the ANN. Dropout also does not increase performance. Adding more hidden
layers increased the performance and helped speed up the learning process. An ANN with two
hidden layers using a sigmoid function and no dropout algorithm yields the best performance in
our experiment for playing Othello and wins 95% of the testing games playing against a fixed
opponent after learning for two million games.

1 Introduction

Humans are used to interacting and learning from
their environment. We see this in all kinds of
human activities, from cooking dinner to playing
video games. When we see that our actions have
brought us closer to our goal we will use them again
the next time we encounter a similar activity. For
computers this kind of learning is a difficult task.
Reinforcement learning is the field of research that
concerns itself with these kinds of problems [1].
Reinforcement learning has a wide range of ap-
plications. There has been a lot of research into
agents learning to play games using reinforcement
learning algorithms. The reason researchers use
games to experiment with reinforcement learning
is that games offer enormous complexity while the
problem input or the state remains well-defined.
Furthermore games also offer easy performance
measures (win, lose and draw). In 1995, Tesauro
used the game Backgammon to show the possibili-
ties of reinforcement learning [2] and more recently
Google DeepMind used reinforcement learning in
the game Go [3]. But reinforcement learning also
has been successfully applied in other fields like
robot navigation [4] and psychological research [5].

In this research we will apply the concept of re-
inforcement learning to the game Othello. We cre-
ated an agent that interacts with Othello and learns
from this interaction to become a better Othello
player. Reinforcement learning has been used be-

fore to play Othello at superhuman levels [6].
Our agent will learn to play Othello by playing
against an expert-level fixed opponent. This oppo-
nent will always take the same action when pre-
sented with the same state. The learning takes
place in a neural network that is used to approxi-
mate the value of an action. The network is updated
using the Q-learning algorithm [7]. The program
itself is an extended version of a program used in
earlier research on Othello [8].
We would like to see if we can improve the agent’s
understanding of the game (measured by an aver-
age score based on wins/ties/losses) by using other
activation functions than the standard sigmoid ac-
tivation in the neural network. Apart from the sig-
moid activation function we will use a Rectified Lin-
ear Unit (ReLU) and an Exponential Linear Unit
(ELU) activation function. We chose these activa-
tion functions for their recent success in the field of
supervised learning. The use of rectifier functions
has improved supervised networks for speech recog-
nition [9] and image recognition [10]. The rectifier
and exponential activation are not prone to a van-
ishing gradient while the sigmoid activation func-
tion is. Therefore these functions should also help
to speed up the process of converging [11]. ReLU
units sometimes suffer from a problem called an
”exploding gradient” [12] resulting in neurons that
no longer react to any input. This is one of the rea-
sons why we also selected an ELU function [13].
An ELU function is one of many variations on a
ReLU function, that adds a bit of negative output.
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This causes the derivative of the activation func-
tion to be non-zero for negative input. The non-zero
derivative should help a neuron to recover from ex-
ploding gradients.
These different activation functions and different
hidden layer sizes will be tested with and without
a dropout algorithm [14], to see if and to which de-
gree a certain artificial neural network (henceforth
ANN) will benefit from such an algorithm.
This thesis attempts to answer the following ques-
tion: Can we improve the performance (measured
by average final score) of an ANN playing Othello
by using a combination of the following methods,
first using a ReLU or ELU activation function as
opposed to the traditional sigmoid activation func-
tion, secondly by using two or three hidden lay-
ers instead of one, and finally by making use of a
dropout algorithm?

2 Method

2.1 Othello

The game Othello is played on a board of 8 by 8
squares. The goal is to occupy as many squares as
possible by placing discs on the board. On each
turn the player may place a disk. For a move to be
valid the disc must be placed adjacent to another
disc and an opponent’s disc must become enclosed
by the move. These enclosed discs are then turned
around and become of the player’s respective color.
If there are no moves that fulfill these conditions,
the player must pass. When both players consecu-
tively have to pass, the game is over and the player
with the most discs on the board wins. When both
players have an equal amount of discs on the board,
the game ends in a tie.

2.2 Q-Learning

In this research our agent is playing the game Oth-
ello and is trying to find an optimal policy using
reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning
there usually is an agent taking actions based on
the current state of the problem. For these actions
the agent can receive a reward or punishment. The
agent starts out performing random actions since
it has yet to learn, but will slowly converge to a
policy in which it receives the most rewards.

We assume our task satisfies the properties of a
Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is de-
fined by:
1. A set of states s = {s1, ..., sn}, 2. A set of actions
a = {a1, ..., am}, 3. A transition function P (s, a, s′)
mapping state s and action a to a new state s′

with probability P , 4. A reward function R(s, a, s′)
which holds the average reward the agent receives
when going for s to s′ using a, 5. A discount fac-
tor 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 which serves the purpose of mak-
ing closer rewards count more than rewards further
away.

Since Othello is a game played by two players, the
next state is not only dependent on a player’s own
action but also on the opponent’s move. Because
the next state is dependent on both the player’s
own and the opponent’s move we call the problem
non-deterministic. For such a problem the Q-value
for a state-action pair is given by:

Q(st, at) = E [rt]+γ
∑
st+1

T (st, at, st+1) max
a

Q(st+1, a)

(2.1)
Q-learning is a temporal difference algorithm, it

updates the Q-value for a given state-action pair
after the opponent has completed its move. The Q-
value is updated by bringing the current Q-value
a bit closer to the highest Q-value in the next
state including the immediate reward in that state.
How much the Q-value changes is controlled by the
learning rate α. In our experiment the learning rate
α is different for every activation function. The up-
date function is given by the following equation:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at)+α(rt+1 + γmax
a

Q(st+1, a)

−Q(st, at))
(2.2)

2.3 Q-learning with Othello

Because the outcome of an action is only known af-
ter the opponent made its move, we can not update
the Q-value for the chosen state-action pair imme-
diately. This means that in every turn st where
t > 1 we first choose a new action at by using the
ANN to approximate the Q-value for every action.
Then we update the ANN by backpropagating the
error for the state-action pair (st−1, at−1), which is
given by rt + γmax

a
Q(st, a) − Q(st−1, at−1). And

finally we execute at.
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The reward rn in the final state sn is 1 when the
game is won, 0.5 for a draw and 0 for a lost game.

2.4 Activation Functions

To approximate the Q-values of all actions in state
s we use an ANN. Such a network typically con-
sists of a few layers of neurons passing activations.
The activation of an individual neuron is dependent
on the input from other neurons and its activation
function. We tried three different activation func-
tions to see which of them works best, all of them
are plotted in Figure 2.1. The sigmoid activation
function was already used in previous research on
the same game [8] and was therefore an obvious
choice. The function converts the summed input
from the neurons in the previous layer to an acti-
vation between zero and one:

f(x) =
1

1 + ε−x
(2.3)

The sigmoid function is a stable function since ac-
tivations running through the network are not al-
lowed to be higher than one. This on the other hand
also slows down convergence of the network, since
the gradient used in the back-propagation of the
network will be relatively low for very high summed
inputs.
In our research we also made use of a rectifier func-
tion. A neuron using a rectifier activation function
is called a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). It has
proven to be more effective than the sigmoid func-
tion in image recognition and convolutional neu-
ral networks [10]. The function is given by this
straightforward equation:

f(x) = max(0, x) (2.4)

A property of the ReLU function is the sparsity of
active neurons. When a ReLU gets a summed in-
put x < 0 it will have an activation of zero. When
we use a sigmoid activation function a small change
in the input layer will change the activation of al-
most all the neurons in the network. With a ReLU
function neurons with negative input have an ac-
tivation of 0, these neurons are not influenced by
small changes in the input. This property of a ReLU
function improves the information disentangling ca-
pabilities of the network [10]. Since there is no func-
tion limiting the amount of activation of a ReLU
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Figure 2.1: Plot of all activation functions used
in the paper

neuron, this can sometimes get out of control and
the neuron will render very high or low activations
from then on.
The last function we consider in this paper is the
Exponential Linear Unit (ELU). For x > 0 its out-
put is the same as for a ReLU. In contrast with the
ReLU, the ELU function allows for a small activa-
tion when x < 0. This gives the neurons a chance to
recover when the gradients get too high. The ELU
used in this paper has an α of 0.1. When α > 0 the
function is given by:

f(x) =

{
x if x > 0

α(exp(x)− 1) if x ≤ 0
(2.5)

It is important to note that while all hidden layers
make use of the specified activation function, the
output layer always uses a sigmoid function.

2.5 Hidden Layer Sizes

All the activation functions were tested with three
different neural networks. The networks all have
an input layer of 65 neurons, one for each square
on the board and one extra which always holds the
bias value. The Q-learning algorithm works with an
output neuron for each action, so the output layer is
64 neurons big in every network, again one neuron
for every square. The first network we tested uses
only one hidden layer of 250 neurons. Therefore this
network has 65∗250+250∗64 = 32250 weights. The
second network makes use of two hidden layers both
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containing 100 neurons. This network has 65∗100+
100 ∗ 100 + 100 ∗ 64 = 22900 weights. Our last and
deepest network uses three layers of all 75 units,
with a total of 65 ∗ 75 + 75 ∗ 75 + 75 ∗ 75 + 75 ∗ 64 =
20925 weights.

2.6 Dropout

Dropout is a technique used primarily in supervised
learning networks. It is a method to reduce overfit-
ting, in other words dropout makes the network
more applicable to data outside of the training set.
In the training phase the dropout algorithm will
conventionally switch off half of the neurons (cho-
sen at random) of an ANN every time a new input
is presented [14]. This was not an option with the
Q-learning algorithm, since Q-learning learns from
the difference between its current and its last state.
If we switch neurons on and off between every move,
this will have too much influence on the difference
between the Q-values. Therefore we chose to make
a new selection of active neurons after every fin-
ished game. In the testing phase all the neurons
will be active, but their outgoing weights will be
halved to compensate for twice as many neurons
being active.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental setup

In total we ran 18 different experiments, every ex-
periment was repeated 6 times. The results shown
here are the averages of these six runs for each ex-
periment. The final score is calculated by averaging
the outcome of the games in the last testing round
(1 for a win, 0.5 for a tie and 0 for a loss). Every
activation function was combined with every neu-
ral network size and we ran these experiments once
with and once without the dropout algorithm. The
indicated activation function is used in every layer
except for the output layer which always uses a sig-
moid activation function. Tests using different ac-
tivation functions in the output layer never seemed
to improve performance and since the rewards are
0, 0.5 or 1 a sigmoid function is also the logical
option. We did a parameter sweep to find the best
learning rates for the different activation functions.
For the networks with a sigmoid activation func-

tion we had the best results with a learning rate of
0.02, for ELU 0.005 and for ReLU 0.00001.
The weights of the ANN are initially set to ran-
dom values between -0.5 and 0.5. The exploration
rate ε starts at 0.1 and decreases linearly to 0 over
the course of 2 million training games. This means
that for every move in the first game there is a
10% chance that the move will be randomly cho-
sen. Since there are no intermediate rewards we set
the discount factor γ to 1.
We train the network for a total of 2 million games.
Since our opponent is deterministic, our network
would normally almost always encounter the same
series of states. To make sure our network is also ex-
posed to different situations, we initialize the board
to one of 236 unique states that can be reached
within four turns. After every 20,000 games the net-
work plays 472 test games. The test games consist
of 2 games per starting position, the agent plays
every position once as white and once as the black
player. After every test phase we calculate the av-
erage score by averaging the outcomes. All training
and testing games are played against the same fixed
opponent. The fixed opponent takes the action that
results in a board with the highest evaluation. The
evaluation function simply sums all the positional
values for its own discs minus the values for the
agents discs. Figure 3.1 shows the positional values
that are used by the fixed opponent. The positional
values we used were found in a paper describing the
application of reinforcement learning to Othello [6].

Figure 3.1: Positional values for the fixed oppo-
nent

3.2 Dying networks

For almost all the experiments using a ReLU func-
tion and some of the experiments with an ELU
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function, the network stops learning during the ex-
periment and starts rendering output that makes
no sense. The cause of this behaviour are neurons
that no longer react to input. These dead neurons
will always output the same value and are the re-
sults of exploding gradients. In a network with a
rectifier activation function and multiple hidden
layers gradients can grow very fast [12]. When we
update according to such a gradient the weights
connected to the neuron will become so big or small
that the actual input becomes irrelevant. For a ma-
jority of the ReLU experiments this happens within
the first 20,000 games, but sometimes the network
starts out learning normally only to fail halfway
through. The averages used in the plots are only
from the runs that did not die, so it is important
to notice that some of the combinations are less
reliable than others, while this does not show in
the plots. Table 3.1 shows how many of the experi-
ments did not die. For the experiment with a ReLU
function and a single hidden layer using dropout,
two runs made it. Four did not, so even when ReLU
succeeds it is not very trustworthy. For the experi-
ments using an ELU function, multiple hidden lay-
ers and no dropout, only half of the runs succeed.
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Figure 3.2: Plot of winrate over time for the
ReLU function both with and without using
dropout

3.3 ReLU results

For ReLU there are only sensible results for the
networks with one layer, see Figure 3.2. When we
do not use a dropout algorithm, the results are the
best. The network with one layer and no dropout
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Figure 3.3: Plot of winrate over time for sigmoid
and ELU functions without using dropout
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Figure 3.4: Plot of winrate over time for sigmoid
and ELU functions with a dropout algorithm

eventually has an average score of 0.87. The single
layer network that uses a dropout algorithm per-
forms worse and is also prone to dying neurons.
The dropout network only completed the two mil-
lion games in two out of six runs.

3.4 Results without dropout

Figure 3.3 shows the results for both the ELU and
sigmoid activation functions without dropout. This
is where we see the best results. Especially the net-
work with two layers and a sigmoid function per-
forms really well: after two million games it has an
average score of 0.95. This is the best result we ob-
tained in our research.
The other two sigmoid networks both end with an
average score of 0.89. The network with three layers
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Function Layers Dropout Runs Final Score

sigmoid 1 No 6/6 0.89 ± 0.01
sigmoid 2 No 6/6 0.95 ± 0.01
sigmoid 3 No 6/6 0.89 ± 0.02
sigmoid 1 Yes 6/6 0.86 ± 0.02
sigmoid 2 Yes 6/6 0.54 ± 0.05
sigmoid 3 Yes 6/6 0.49 ± 0.02

ELU 1 No 6/6 0.84 ± 0.03
ELU 2 No 3/6 0.85 ± 0.03
ELU 3 No 3/6 0.86 ± 0.05
ELU 1 Yes 6/6 0.79 ± 0.01
ELU 2 Yes 6/6 0.75 ± 0.02
ELU 3 Yes 6/6 0.58 ± 0.02

ReLU 1 No 6/6 0.87 ± 0.02
ReLU 2 No 0/6 NA
ReLU 3 No 0/6 NA
ReLU 1 Yes 2/6 0.62 ± 0.13
ReLU 2 Yes 0/6 NA
ReLU 3 Yes 0/6 NA

Table 3.1: Table showing completed runs, final
scores and standard deviations for every combi-
nation

seems to learn quite a bit faster than the network
with only one layer. The networks using ELU ac-
tivation functions are less stable than the sigmoid
networks. They also perform less well, all end with
an eventual score of around 0.85. Just like we saw
with the sigmoid networks we can see that extra
layers seem to speed up the learning process.

3.5 Results with dropout

The networks utilising a dropout algorithm perform
generally less good than their counterparts without
dropout. In Figure 3.4 the sigmoid network with
only one layer performs best, the other sigmoid net-
works with more than one layer perform less good
with final scores that are all lower than 0.55. The
networks with an ELU activation function perform
less good than without a dropout algorithm, but
interestingly all of the networks kept learning and
none died.

4 Conclusion

In this research we have tried to find out what the
influence of using different activation functions, dif-

ferent amounts of hidden layers and using a dropout
algorithm is on the performance of an ANN learn-
ing to play Othello. We found that after two million
training games an ANN with a sigmoid activation
function, two hidden layers and no dropout algo-
rithm obtained the best results.

4.1 Performance of the networks

The most basic network with a sigmoid function,
one layer and no dropout already ended with an
average score of 0.89, the only network with bet-
ter performance is exactly the same but uses two
hidden layers as already mentioned above. For
other activation functions two hidden layers do not
seem to improve performance though. When us-
ing dropout, extra layers do even seem to make
the performance worse, especially in combination
with the sigmoid activation function. The effect of
adding more layers in combination with a ReLU
activation function is even more drastic since none
of these combinations survived until the two mil-
lionth game. Using three hidden layers never in-
creased performance compared to using one hidden
layer. Both the ReLU and ELU function do not
make the network perform better, the same is true
for the use of a dropout algorithm.
To summarize our findings: the performance of an
ANN learning to play Othello can be improved by
adding an extra hidden layer, but not by using a
different activation function or using a dropout al-
gorithm.

4.2 Reliability of the networks

The sigmoid function is by far the most reliable
since all runs were completed with rather good re-
sults. Simpler networks with only one hidden layer
also proved to be more reliable than bigger net-
works. Especially more than one consequent ReLU
layer make the gradients explode very quickly. In
the networks using an ELU activation function,
dropout seems to increase the reliability.

5 Discussion

One of the major problems we encountered in
this research was the fact that a considerable
amount of runs died before completion. We did
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not consider these dying runs in our plots, since
we wanted to examine the learning capabilities
of the different activation functions and taking
these runs into account would have blurred the
results of the good runs. However it might be
interesting to find a way to avoid these dying
runs. One possible way to improve the reliability
of the failing ReLU networks could be to even
further lower the learning rates. In this research
learning rates as small as 0.000005 have been
tried with no success, but it could very well be
that even smaller learning rates could perform
better. Another way to fix the problems with the
ReLU function might be using a bounded ReLU
variant [15]. With bounded ReLU the activation is
limited to a certain threshold. Instead of limiting
the activation itself, it would also be possible to
clip the derivative of the activation. This method
is called gradient clipping and has been used to
control the exploding gradient in recurrent neural
networks [16].

Looking back, the use of a dropout algorithm
might not have been an obvious choice. Dropout is
used to prevent over-fitting on the training set and
makes the network better applicable to other data.
In our research the training and test set are basi-
cally the same. This means over-fitting on the train-
ing set would even be desirable. The fact that our
opponent will always make the same fixed moves
also encourages over-fitting. Trying to make the
network more general should result in worse perfor-
mance, as can be seen in our results. It should not
be hard to come up with a reinforcement learning
problem where the training and test set would be
different. Then we might be able to really test the
dropout algorithm’s capabilities. One way to make
the current problem better suitable for dropout
could be implementing a less predictable opponent.
One final remark might be that looking at fig-
ures 3.2-3.4 shows that some of the networks might
not have fully converged to their optimal policies.
Therefore training over more games could increase
their final average score.
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